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Abstract 
 

As the key character of Grid is the good service 
quality, the study of QoS (quality of services) becomes 
more and more important. And SLA (service level 
agreement) can really guarantee the QoS. Although 
SLA has been a topic in the field of telecom for many 
years, the researches of it in the Grid are still not 
perfect, especially in the emerging Grid economy field. 
In this paper, we propose a SLA Control Module 
(SCM), for the Grid Architecture for Computational 
Economy (GRACE), and give a detailed introduction of 
the internal structure of the SCM. Additionally, a local 
SLA driven algorithm was designed based on it in the 
Grid economy for good service quality. At last, we 
show the performance of the system by simulating 
experiments. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The Grid computing [2,4] technology has developed 
rapidly in recent years. It enables geographically 
distributed and heterogeneous computational and 
storage resources to be accessed across administrative 
domains in order to eciently solve large scale scientic 
problems. And, in recent years, Grid resource sharing 
models based on economic principles have attracted a 
lot of attention, such as the GRACE [1, 5, 9] that 
proposed by Buyya. In such models, resources are 
leased to consumers by providers who are paid for 
meeting specic requirements such as time for the job 
completion, reliability, and availability. So the 
resource users want to have a good service from 
resouce providers, and the QoS [3] in Grid becomes 
more and more important. But the QoS is so abstract 
which can really guarantee it, the answer is the Service 
Level Agreement [6], which has been a hot topic in 
telecom for many years. However the researches of it 
in the Grid are still not perfect. SLA which established 
between user and prodvier can guarantee that QoS 
requirements will be met. 

 Lots of SLA models are developed during the 
research process of the QoS. However few of these 
models are used in the Grid economy and most of them 
are lack of consideration about the influence of the 
economy factors on Grid computing. For this reason, 
we propose a SLA Control Module in the GRACE 
architecture. As the Grid scheduling could be divided 
into two levels, application level and local level. In 
addition, in the final stage, the jobs would be executed 
in the local level, so local resource allocation method is 
so important to achieve global SLA. So we propose a 
new local resource scheduling algorithm based on the 
SLA to guarantee the QoS of the Grid. 

The rest of this paper is structured in the following 
sections. The related work is briefly discussed in 
section 2. Section 3 introduces the main components of 
the GRACE with SCM. In section 4, we give the 
innerarchitecture of SCM and introduce the workflow 
of GRACE architecture with SCM in detail. Local 
SLA driven algorithm description and pseudo-code are 
presented in section 5. Section 6 is simulating 
experiments and results. Section 7 concludes the paper 
and suggests future direction for improvement. 
 
2. Related work 
 

Research on supporting QoS in Grid services is still 
at its infancy. D. Y. Xu [13] introduced an efficient 
wide-area distributed service discovery strategy. They 
mainly used caching and propagation of discovery 
results with client QoS feedbacks in the discovery 
server hierarchy. 

QCWS is a web service architecture that guarantees 
QoS of multimedia web services by deploying a QoS 
Broker between web service clients and web service 
providers. A QoS Broker collects the QoS information 
about service providers that may offer qualified web 
services to a client, makes selection decisions based on 
some cost criteria, and negotiates with servers to secure 
QoS service commitment from one of them.. 
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 SLAs [7, 8] have been used for a long time in 
telecom and datacom business as part of the service 
provision agreement between the customer and service 
provider or between the providers. SLA is defined as 
the documented result of a negotiation between a 
customer and a provider of a service that species the 
level of availability, service ability, performance, 
operation or other attributes of the service [10]. Work 
presented in [11] discusses the incorporation of the 
SLA-based resource brokering into existing Grid 
systems. M. Wieczorek [12] proposed a novel approach 
for specication of sliding constraints dened as an 
extension of the multiple-choice knapsack problem. A 
general bi-criterion scheduling heuristic was proposed 
called Dynamic Constraint Algorithm (DCA) based on 
dynamic programming.  

To the best of our knowledge none of them use 
SLA in grace to guarantee QoS in Grid market. In this 
paper, we present new grace architecture with SLA to 
guarantee QoS in Grid. 

 
3. New GRACE architecture with SCM 

 
The components of GRACE are divided clearly. 

However, the architecture does not have a special 
module for the QoS. Therefore, base on the GRACE, 
we add a new module SCM in GRACE for QoS in 
Grid. 

 
3.1. the new architecture  
     

 
Figure 1. The new GRACE architecture added SCM 

module 
 

 As shown in Figure 1, the SCM module is beween 
Grid Service Consumes (GSCs) and Grid Service 
Providers (GSPs). The function of SCM is that through 
it, GSCs can find good GSPs which they satisfied. And 
successfully matches GSP and GSC relevanted. And 
the relevanted GSP and GSC can negotiate also. 
 
3.2. The inner architecture of the SCM 
 

 
Figure 2. The inner architecture of the SCM 

 
3.2.1  GSCs request interface. Users’ requests which 
indicate what QoS they need can send to this module. 
Then, this module sends the message to web service 
selection matching module. Besides for request QoS to 
GSPs, it also returns the matched result to the 
corrsponding GSC. 
 
3.2.2 GSPs offer interface. Providers offer their 
resources through this interface. And GSPs offer 
interface then send this message to web service 
selection matching module. This interface also returns 
the matched result to the corrsponding GSPs. 
 
3.2.3 Web service selection Matching. This module is 
the core module. GSPs send these requests, such as 
CPU time and cost. They do not know what SLA is. 
Through this module, it can transform the request to 
uSLA (user SLA). At the same, through this module, it 
could transform the GSP’s offer to pSLA. Another 
function of this module is that it can match uSLA and 
pSLA.Then GSC could find the satisfied GSP. 
 
3.2.4 SLA storage Unit. This module can store GSC’s 
uSLA and GSP’s pSLA. When need these information 
can recevive from this module. 
 
3.3.Components interaction 
  

Use case. Initially, GSCs send their requests to 
SCM, in SCM the GSCs requests interface receive the 
message then send to web service mathcing module. 
Through which they mapping the request to the specie 
uSLA which stored in SLA storage Unit. GSPs send 
their offer to SCM, in SCM the GSPs offer interface 
receive the message then send to web service mathcing 
module. Through which, it map the offer to specic 
pSLA which stored in SLA storage Unit. Then the web 
service selection matching module matches the 
corresponing uSLA and pSLA. At last, the module 
sends the matched result to GSCs request interface and 
GSPs offer interface. They responseble for send the 
result to corresponding GSC and GSP. Then GSC and 
GSP have a connection and they can negotiate further. 
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4. A local task scheduling algorithm 
guaranteed QoS based SLA 
       

Finally, all the tasks executed in local resources of 
GSPs, so if we guarantee the local task scheduling QoS, 
we will make GSC satisfied and make global QoS. 
Then, the local task scheduling policy is so important 
to achieve the global SLA and QoS. Therefore, an 
optimization problem in Grid is how to choose local 
task scheduling pocliy to lead global QoS and SLA. 
  
4.1. Algorithm mathematics module 
 

 It is a local task scheduling algorithm in Grid based 
SLA [4]. Assumed a task can be divied into serval 
absolute subtasks. Then we discuss one task to execute 
in local resoures and to make it executed optimization. 
     Assumed one task need NC million CPU time, and 
the max task executed time is Tmax, the max cost of 
task is the Cmax. And there are three local resources 
can be used, si (i=1, 2, 3), it mean resource I's speed is 
si million CPU time per second, ci mean if you use the 
resource how much money you will spend per second. 
The task can be divided into three subtasks, and the 
subtasks can be executed in follwing allocation 
methods, (1), (2), (3), (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (1,2,3). T 
means the execute time of certain allocation method, C 
means the cost of this allocation method.we know 
some allocation method can not accord with global 
SLA: the T pass Tmax or the C pass Cmax.  
1) When the two terms (1) and (2) are satisfied, the 
allocation will be right and the resouce can be used. 
 
T=NC/si<=Tmax   i=1,2,3                   (1) 
C=ci*(NC/si)<=Cmax i=1,2,3             (2) 
(1) mean the subtask executed time on resource i 

should not pass global SLA Tmax 
(2) mean the subtask executed cost on resource i 

should not pass global SLA Cmax 
 
2)when resource i and resource j are also be used 
 
T=max{NCi/si,NCj/sj}<=Tmax          (3) 
C= ci*(NCi/si)+cj*(NCj/sj)<=Cmax   (4) 
NCi+NCj=NC                                     (5) 
The condition (3), (4), (5) should all meet 
 
3) When the all three resource are used 
 
T=max {NC1/s1, NC2/s2, NC3/s3} <=Tmax   (6) 
C= c1*(NC1/s1)+c2*(NC2/s2)+c3*(NC3/s3)<=Cmax 
(7) 
NC1+NC2+NC3=NC                        (8) 

The condition (6), (7), (8) should meet all. If local have 
n resources, the allocation method is 2n-1, we should 
find good allocation method from these allocation 
method. The allocation aim is to make GSC satisfied 
and GSP also satisfied also satisfied is better. We 
propose a scheduling algorithm as follows. 
 
4.1. Scheduling algorithm 
 

The local task scheduling algorithm guaranteed QoS 
based on the SLA (F optimum algorithm) deception as 
follows: 
 
While (the task queue is not null) 
{ 
choose the taski 
  Then allocation the taski to these resources(may be 3 
or more  like the above mathematics module) 
In ecach allocation method 
{compute the total T and total C 
Comare if T<=Tmax and C<=Cmax 
If not meet then break; 
Else compute Fj=a*T+b*C} 
Choose the min Fj from these allocation methods 
} 

We explain the parameter a and b. a is the time 
parameter means whether the task is the time pressure. 
If the time is not very pressure, the parameter a is 
bigger, (its scale is from zero to one). b is  the cost 
parameter mean whether the task is cost pressure,if the 
cost is not very pressure ,the b is bigger (it’s scale is 
from zero to tone) and a+b=1. From function F, we can 
balance time cost and money cost, and it will negotiate 
between user and provider. When a=1, then b=0, the 
case is a time optimium problem and meet C<=max    
(9) 

When a=0, then b=1, the case is a cost optimium 
and meet T<=Tmax (10) 

In the case (9) (time optimium algorithm) the 
algorithm is  

1. Order by ci ascending 
2. Execute the circle (i from the last descending) 

2.1 The task executes in front i+1 resource, and 
make sure the subtasks on the resourses can be 
completion at the same time. 

2.2 check whether in this allocation the C<=Cmax, 
if meet transfer to the step 3, else i--, and transfer 
to the step 2.1. 

3. The subtask allocate to the front i resources, and 
make the the front i resource completion their subtask 
in the same time, the subtask left the allocation to i++ 
resources (in this process should make Ctotal=Cmax) 

4. Return the allocation result. 
 In the case (10) (cost optimum algorithm) the 
algorithm is: 
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1. Order by ci ascending 
2. Execute the circle (i increase form 0) 

2.1 the task execute in front i+1 resource,and 
make sure the subtasks on the resourses can 
be completion at the same time 

2.2 check whether in this allocation the 
T<=Tmax,if meet transfer to 3,else ,  i++ 
transfer to 2.1 

3. The subtask allocate to the front i resources, and 
make the the front i resources’s execute time is Tmax, 
then the subtask left allocate to the number. i+1 
resource, because checking in step 2, the number i+1 
resource can meet T<=Tmax. 

4. Return the allocation results. 
 

5 Simulation results and analysis 
 
In order to simplify the test, as shown in the Table 

1, we set three service providers in the local Grid.  
 

Table 1. The resource CPU configuration 
ID MIPS Cost/s 
1 100 10 
2 50 1 
3 150 17 
 

Three tasks will be executed on this three service, 
and we use four scheduling policy to test: no_opt, 
cost_opt use cost optimum algorithm above), time_opt 
(use time optimum algorithm above), F_opt (F 
optimum algorithm a=0.5, b=0.5) 

(1) Task 1 length=1000MIPS, SLA limited: 
deadline=15s, budget=90, this task use this four 
different sceduling policy to execute in local, and the 
result is listed in the Table 2 
 

Table 2. Scheduling results 1 
Policy Task divided 

result 
Total 
cost 

Total 
time 

Remark 

no_opt Cpu1:1000 100 10 Success 
cost_opt Cpu2:1000 60 20 Success 
time_opt Cpu1:333, 

Cpu2:230 
200 33.3 Success 

F_opt Cpu1:300, 
Cpu2:230, 
Cpu3:470 

80 9 success 

 
(2) Task 2 length=1000MIPS, SLA limited: 

deadline=50s, budget=200, this task use this four 
different sceduling policy to execute in local, and the 
result is listed in the Table 3 
 
 
 

Table 3.  Scheduling results 2 
Policy Task divided result Total 

cost 
Total 
time 

Remark 

no_opt Cpu1:1000 100 10 fail 
cost_opt Cpu1:250 Cpu2:750 70 15 success 
time_opt Cpu1:583,Cpu2:292, 

Cpu3:125 
90 5.84 success 

F_opt Cpu1:402,Cpu2:450 
Cpu3:148 

80 10 success 

 
(3)  Task 3 length=1000MIPS, SLA limited: 

deadline=9s, budget=90, this task use this four 
different sceduling policy to execute in local, and the 
result is listed in the Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Scheduling results 3 
Policy Task divided result Total 

cost 
Total 
time 

Remark 

no_opt Cpu1:1000 100 10 fail 
cost_opt Cpu1:550 Cpu2:450 82 9 success 
time_opt Cpu1:583,Cpu2:292, 

Cpu3:125 
90 5.83 success 

F_opt Cpu1:572,cpu2:263 
Cpu3:165 

85 8 success 

 
 From the result, we can see, using the time_opt, 

cost_opt, and F_opt policy all can meet the SLA and 
can guarantee the QoS, (if you don’t use these policy, 
the task may be fail.) and F_opt can be more flexible 
between time and cost than time_opt and cost_opt. The 
GSCs and GSPs can both have profit, because the 
parameter a and b can change to satisfiy the GSC and 
GSP according their negotiation, in this task we make 
a=0.5 and b=0.5) 
 
6. Conclusions and future works 
 

In this paper, we proposed a new GRACE 
architecture added the SCM module which could 
guarantee the QoS in Grid market. And then proposed 
a local task scheduling algorithm guaranteed Qos 
based SLA. From the experiments we can see the 
algorithm could make user and provider all satisfied in 
a certain extent.And banlance the time and cost.And 
local SLA supported can achieve global SLA in a 
certain extent. However, all the tests are made in the 
ideal environment. The time delay is not considered in 
the paper. In our future work, we should consider the 
parameter and SLA in the higher level scheduling. 
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